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Area Notes

Dent du Géant, acrylic on canvas, 40x50cm. (Tim Pollard)
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LINDSAY GRIFFIN

Alps & Dolomites 2013

Proportionally, the number of climbers graduating towards alpinism 
continues to decline. Yet there remains much to be discovered in the 

Alps and seemingly plenty of alpinists operating at the highest levels. This 
is highlighted by the following ascents, which represent some of the more 
innovative during 2013.

East face of the Grandes Jorasses, showing line of Borat (F7b, 750m). (Antonio Giani)
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Dave MacLeod contemplates the 
Rote Fluh and Czech Pillar en route 
to Paciencia. (Calum Muskett)

Mont Blanc Range
On the east face of the Grandes 

Jorasses (4208m), two of today’s 
most active French alpinists, Max 
Bionnet and Sebastien Ratel, put 
up Borat between Groucho Marx 
(Delisi-Delisi, 1983, 750m, ED2/3, 
F6b, A3) and the 1981 Boivin-Diaf-
feria (TD, F5c, A1) to its right. 
The pair spent two days in July 
completing the 750m route, the 
third pitch led free at F7b, while 
the fourth was led at F7a with some 
aid, but followed free at F7b. They 
were surprised to find several old 
8mm bolts on the lower pitches, 
the last having an old weathered 
sling. Above, where the difficulties 
were no more than F6b easing to 
F5+, they found no previous sign 
of passage.

On the south side of the Jorasses, British climber Tony Penning made a 
solo ascent of a previously virgin rock tower on the east side of the remote 
Pra Sec basin. In 2006 Penning had climbed a tower south of this, which he 
named Punta Giancarlo Grassi in honour of the legendary Italian alpinist. 
He returned in 2012, and with Mike Mitchell traversed the east flank of 
Punta Grassi to a col on the far side. From there the pair ascended another 
higher tower to the north. This gave a total of 750m of climbing up to 
HVS. In August 2013 Penning repeated this route solo and then followed 
the ridge north to the base of yet another, but this time smaller, tower. 
He soloed the 100m south face via an obvious chimney/groove system at 
HVS. The descent from the summit involved 350m of down-climbing and 
a few frustrating sessions with jammed abseil ropes.

Bernese Oberland
Robert Jasper and Roger Schäli made a rare repeat and first free ascent 

of the Ghilini-Piola Direttissima, on the north face of the Eiger (3970m), the 
third major first free ascent for this duo on the Eigerwand. This climb takes 
the very steep pillar rising to the west ridge above the right side of the Rote 
Fluh, and right of the 1976 Czech Pillar. On the first ascent René Ghilini and 
Michel Piola took five days to climb 32 pitches involving difficult protec-
tion, poor bivouacs and a grade quoted at the time as ABO- (Piola coined 

the grade Abominable), F6b and A3/4 (halfway through their ascent a then 
largely unknown Austrian, Thomas Bubendorfer, soloed the 1938 Route in 
a record time of 4h 50m). Only eight of the pitches involved aid. Jasper 
and Schäli first climbed the route in 2006 and from 2007-09 invested much 
time re-equipping a number of pitches. Their final ascent, completed in 14 
hours, involved difficulties of UIAA IX or F7b/7c with the 17th, 18th and 
20th pitches (F7b, F7b/c, F7b/c) being the hardest.

Low down on the very far right side of the north face, a via ferrata leads 
through an area of rock left of the Eiger Rotstock. On the Rotstock itself 
Roger Schäli finally made a continuous, no-falls redpoint of his 2006 route 
Emergency Exit (climbed with the late Stephan Eder). The crux of this 
10-pitch offering is F7c+/F8a and Schäli states it’s the steepest rock he’s 
ever climbed in an alpine environment.

Elsewhere in the Oberland David Hefti and Roger Schäli made a one-day 
ascent of what is dubbed the Jungfrau Marathon. From near Stechelberg in 
the Lauterbrunnen Valley, a huge ridge rises southeast to the summit of the 
Jungfrau (4158m). The lower section crosses the steep pillars of the Stel-
liflue, after which a long quasi-horizontal section of generally loose ground 
leads to the base of the Rottbrett, a 500m rock triangle below the summit 
of the Silberhorn (3695m). Above the summit of the Silberhorn glaciated 
terrain leads to the Wengen Jungfrau (4089m), and from there to the main 
summit. The main pillar of the Stelliflue has been climbed by the 11-pitch 
Stägers Bürtblätz (F7a+), while the steep west face of the Rottbrett ridge is 
breached by Fätze und Bitze (11 pitches up to F7a). Linking the two and 
continuing to the summit would give an ascent of 3383m and had been 
completed over two days in 1997. Starting from the valley at 3:30am, Hefti 
and Schäli reached the summit 16 hours later, though admit that it was ‘the 
limit in terms of length and difficulty of any route we can climb in one day.’

Dolomites
Probably the most innovative ascents in recent years have taken place 

in the Dolomites, where talented parties are now seeking out ephemeral 
ice/mixed lines on the great walls. One such coveted winter line forms 
on the north face of Sassolungo (3181m), which finally succumbed to 
Adam Holzknecht and Hubert Morodor over two days in early January. 
La Legrima, climbed entirely with natural gear, gave 1000m of difficulties 
up to WI6 M6 UIAA V+, with two sections of A0.

Staying in the Sella Group, Chamonix based mixed masters Jeff Mercier 
and Korra Pesce made a fleeting visit to see if they could use their talents 
to similar effect. The result was Ghost Dogs, a line based around the classic 
1929 Fedele Route on the north-west face of the Saas Pordoi (2952m) and 
clearly visible from Sella Pass. Pesce, on his first visit to the Dolomites, 
and Mercier climbed 150m up the Fedele to check conditions, cached some 
gear and abseiled, leaving their ropes in place. Next day they overcame the 
two crux pitches, the first having been climbed by a previous party, which 
had placed two bolt runners in the rock on the right. The pair climbed to 
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the second F7c pitch of Paciencia in 
‘atmospheric’ north face conditions. 
(Calum Muskett)

Below: Dave MacLeod redpointing 
the crux F8a pitch of Paciencia. 
(Alexandre Buisse)

Dave MacLeod redpointing the crux F8a pitch of Paciencia, Rote Fluh, Eiger 
Nordwand. (Alexandre Buisse)

the huge terrace at 550m, then as 
the sun was hitting the upper wall, 
escaped to the right. Next morning 
they returned and finished off the 
route via a large left-facing corner. 
The 750m line weighs in at an 
impressive WI6 X R M5 F5+/F6a.

In the Civetta Group another 
big mixed route was established on 
the north face of Piccola Civetta 
(3207m) over four days in May. 
Stefano Angelini, Alessandro 
Beber and Fabrizio Dellai named 
their new 1200m line Argento Vivo 
(WI6+ M8 A2 F5+).

Relatively difficult but notably 
bold new rock routes continue to be 
done with trad gear only. Perennial 
activists Ivo Rabanser and Adam 
Holzknecht have been putting up 
hard routes in the Dolomites for 
over three decades in this way, 
establishing fine natural lines.

On the Croz dell’Altissimo, 
Heinz Grill, Franz Heiss, Florian 
Kluckner and Rabanser took two 
days to complete Samuele Scalet 
(1000m, VII and A1) on the vast 
south-west face. The route climbs 
the left wall of the huge dièdre 
taken by the 1932 Corra-Detassis but 
well right of better known classic 
Detassis-Giordani of 1936. The four 
climbed the line in 31 pitches with 
one bivouac and placed a bolt at 
each belay. Other than this the 
route relies on trad gear, with some 
sections needing very large cams.

Rabanser had attempted this line 
twice in 1995 with Scalet and Lino 
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The Peuterey Ridge of Mont Blanc with Supercouloir de Peuterey marked. Left 
of centre is the Aiguille Noire, while Mont Noir is the flat-topped rock tower 
close to the left of the picture. (Lindsay Griffin)

Matt Helliker in the Supercouloir de Peuterey. 
(Jon Bracey)

Celva. Almost 20 years later it is complete and dedicated to Rabanser’s 
old friend Scalet, something of a legend in Dolomite climbing, who died 
in 2010 after a long illness, aged 70. Scalet created many routes in the Pale 
di San Martino, though it is his lines on the Saas Maor that are considered 
the most significant, with Masada commonly rated one of the best in the 

Dolomites.
Tod und das Mädchen (Death 

and The Maiden) is a well-known 
string quartet by Schubert. It 
is also the name of the route 
on the north-east face of Torre 
Occidentale delle Mesules de 
la Biesces (2336m) in the Sella 
Group, put up in 1986 by Dieter 
Demetz and Adam Holzknecht. 
In August Rabanser and Stefan 
Comploi climbed the relatively 
short, but beautiful, Götterdäm-
merung (Twilight of The Gods), 
keeping with the classical music 
theme. The pair climbed this 
eight-pitch, 250m route at VII 

and A1, but later the same month Rabanser returned with Holzknecht and 
the latter freed it at VIII. 

A week later Holzknecht and Rabanser were at the base of the north-
west face of Cima Immink (2855m) in the Pale di San Martino, where 
they proceeded to put up Fraulein Else (460m, 10 pitches, VIII-), following 
a fine, logical crack system. As with the preceding route, the pair used only 
trad gear and a few pegs.

On the west face of the Sasso della Croce (2825m), Josef Hilpold and 
Ulrich Viertler climbed Wüstenblume (400m, VIII+). Although it was 
completed in sections and with some fixed rope, the pair only used trad 
gear, which led to several challenging pitches. This celebrated wall has 
a number of famous routes, though it was the first ascent of the Central 
Pillar that became legendary, involving two young brothers – Gunther and 
Reinhold Messner. The crux is variously rated from VII to VIII-, is very 
poorly protected and badly positioned above an ankle snapping (or worse) 
ledge. It marked a breakthrough in standards, as it now seems likely that 
Reinhold Messner not only broke through to the ‘Seventh Grade’, but also 
could have climbed the first ‘Grade Eight’ in Europe’s high mountains.

Austria
David Lama made two interesting ascents in the Zillertal. Over two 

days in March, with Hansjorg Auer and Peter Ortner, he made the first 
winter ascent of the steep Sagwand on the Sagzahn via the 800m Schiefer 

Matt Helliker in the Supercouloir de Peuterey. (Jon Bracey)
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Above: Matt Helliker during the first free ascent of Birthright. (Jon Bracey)
The west face of the Grands Charmoz showing the line of Birthright. (Lindsay 
Griffin)

Riss. Difficulties were rated as VI, M7, 80°. Later, in December, Lama 
soloed a new route on the north face of the Hohe Kirche (2634m). Nord-
verscheidung (400m, UIAA VI/VII, WI4, M4/5, 90°) was completed in 
temperatures down to minus 10°C.

Pyrenees
Finally, mention should be made of an innovative traverse of the entire 

Pyrenees. In a single odyssey, Spanish alpinist Elio Callado spent 67 days 
completing the 1200km trip, during which he climbed 55 routes, among 
them Spigolo d’Ansabère (F7a+), Embarradère on the Ossau (F6c+), several 
hard and classic routes in Gavarnie and the north face of Vignemale: a 
total of 25,000m of climbing, with most routes graded between F5c and 
F6b.

Alpine Club Ascents
Alpine Club members also made noteworthy repeats and first ascents. 

Calum Muskett (climbing with Dave Macleod), made the third free ascent 
of the 2008 Siegrist-Steck route, Paciencia (F8a) on the north face of the 
Eiger. After an inspection of the first few hard pitches, the pair climbed 
the route in three days, with the objective – which they both achieved – 
of freeing all 24 pitches either on lead or seconding, with no falls. They 

on-sighted every pitch up to and including F7a+. The crux seventh pitch, 
which both redpointed, is on the Rote Fluh, climbing through the main 
roof at its apex. But several ‘easier’ pitches were considered undergraded, 
and the one that gave them most trouble was pitch 14 (originally graded 
F7b+ but thought to be F7c+).

Matt Helliker and fellow Chamonix-based guide Jon Bracey made the 
third known – but first free – ascent of Birthright on the west face of the 
Grands Charmoz (3445m) in the Mont Blanc Range. This is the line of 
an old, wet, Desmaison rock route, which was climbed in 10 pitches as 
an ephemeral ice route in 1992 by Scott Backes and Mark Twight at ED/
ED+, 90°, 5.9, A2. In 2008 it was repeated by the talented Italian alpinist 
Rossano Libera, who quoted a grade of WI6, V, A2.

Bracey and Helliker approached on ski from the Plan de l’Aiguille and 
reached the foot of the route at 11am. Three hours and 45 minutes later 
they had reached the middle terraces, where the route finishes, having 
climbed every pitch free at an overall grade of approximately V/6 and 
F4c. A ski back to the Plan enabled them to catch the cable car down to 
Chamonix that afternoon.

Bracey and Helliker also made the first complete ascent of the 
Supercouloir de Peuterey, a relatively low-lying ephemeral ice couloir, 
which lies on the northeast flank of Mont Noir de Peuterey (2928m), a small 
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Pte. 3469m
Pte. 3557m

Above: Mont Vert de Greuvettaz and (below) Casa dei Gracchi.(Tom Prentice)

Simon Richardson, pitch four of the Pilier Alphonse Couttet, Aiguille du 
Chardonnet. (Tom Prentice)

summit at the end of the 
east ridge of the Aiguille 
Noire de Peuterey. 
In March 1983 local 
activist and guide, the 
late Hans Margherettaz, 
with Gianfranco Sappa, 
climbed a steep, narrow 
goulotte on the lower 
flanks of the face, and 
after 350m, where the 
angle eased, traversed 
left c.200m to snow 
slopes and descended. 
With sections of 90° the 
so-named Supercouloir de 
Peuterey was graded ED1 
and as far as is known 
remained unrepeated. 
Bracey and Helliker left 
the Val Veni at 6am 
in mid December and, 

starting up the line, found the near vertical snow/ice to be perfect styrofoam. 
Passing two old hand-drilled bolts (protection was sparse) they followed 
easier ground to reach steep mixed towers that bar access to the ridge. 
Helliker opted for an open groove full of turf and moss, which gave good 
placements: this was just as well, as the groove offered nothing in the way of 
protection. A snow couloir led to a prominent notch on the ridge just right 
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Pilier Alphonse Couttet 
(350m, TD, F6a+) on 
Gendarme 3660m.  
(Tom Prentice)

of Mont Noir’s summit. 
The pair rappelled the 
line, which they graded 
TD (650m, 90°).

During their 2012 
exploration of Mont 
Vert de Greuvettaz on 
the Italian side of the 
Mont Blanc Range, Tom 
Prentice and Simon Rich-
ardson spotted a promi-
nent left-slanting corner 
system on the vertical 
granite wall rising toward 
the top of Punta 3469m, 
a point on the south-
south-east ridge of Mont 
Greuvettaz that is some-
times referred to as Punta 

Bosio. Believing it to be unclimbed and noting the lower section to be loose, 
in August 2013 they climbed four pitches up the left side before traversing 
into the corner, whereupon they were surprised to discover ancient rappel 
slings and a peg. They finished the route, following a right-slanting ramp at 
the top, to reach the summit ridge, from which point they abseiled.

They later discovered this was the rarely repeated 1982 Grassi-Lang-
Meneghin Route (originally graded D; the British four-pitch variant was 
F6b). Richardson had always assumed this route followed a well-defined 
corner system on the left side of a prominent pillar that falls from a point 
north of Punta Bosio, closer to Punta 3557m. The result of this error meant 
that the prominent pillar was unclimbed, and the pair returned to rectify 
this with a series of excellent pitches that led to the completion of Casa dei 
Gracchi (500m, 11 pitches, TD+, F6b).

On the French side of the range this pair was also able to add a route to 
the south face of the Aiguille du Chardonnet. The first main rock pillar 
left of the Col du Chardonnet was climbed in 1971 by Jérome Belin and 
Jean-Franck Charlet at TD-. Between this and the Pilier du Cairn (Charlet-
Ducroz, 1979) to the left lies another major pillar rising to Gendarme 
3660m, aka Pointe Alphonse Couttet. Prentice and Richardson climbed 
this line, naming their nine-pitch new route Pilier Alphonse Couttet (350m, 
TD, F6a+). The climb was felt to be similar in scale and difficulty to the 
Bonatti Route on the Red Pillar of Brouillard, though not as sustained in the 
upper section.
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SIMON RICHARDSON

Scottish Winter 2012-14
Editor’s note: In the 2013 edition of the Journal the Scottish winter notes were 

labelled as 2012-13 when in actual fact the report covered the 2011-12 season. What 
follows is a bumper fun-sized round-up of the two seasons since. . .

Greg Boswell, pitch 2 Vapouriser (VIII,8), Creag an Dubh Loch. (Guy Robertson)

2012-2013 SEASON

2012-13 was a winter of two halves. The weather until January was char-
acterised by periods of extreme bad weather with gales so ferocious 

that mountain travel was sometimes impossible. By contrast, the months 
of February and March will be long remembered for their superb winter 
climbing. A settled high-pressure system following a brief thaw resulted 
in easy going across hard snow slopes, iced up crags and scores of classic 
routes in perfect condition. Some of the finest climbing was found on Ben 
Nevis where many of Scotland’s most prized winter climbs, from Orion 
Direct to Galactic Hitchhiker, and Hadrian’s Wall to Minus One Gully, were 
enjoyed by many teams.

Four climbers dominated the season. Greg Boswell was quick off the 


